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Abstract: Flagship 2 was a umbrella event comprising events: a cross-border, online only cybersecurity
exercise, targeted at CyberSec4Europe partners (participants), and an open event to simulate working
as a cybersecurity analyst (analysts). The exercise participants simulated new employees of an critical
infrastructure operator. They detected anomalies in a master system that controlled a railway network
and investigated and responded to the issue using modern, well-integrated cybersecurity controls. The
analysts were expected to perform forensics, reverse engineering, script de-obfuscation and analysis of
a malicious office document to six digital samples, that were exported from the exercise environment.
Flagship 2 showcased that even in an organisation that has modern and well-integrated security controls,
investigating a cyber incident requires skills and knowledge to use the available tools to understand the
attack path and to perform low-level digital forensics, such as memory dump or reverse engineer a
binary. If an organisation does not have such skills or knowledge in-house, it should have ready thought
and exercised practicalities, i.e. standard operating procedures, in place to quickly alert external
cybersecurity specialists to support the organisation. Flagship 2 exercise also showcased that even
modern systems or subsystems, that have no requirements of backward compatibility, may have
weaknesses that a threat actor may exploit.
Flagship 2 received 82 registrations from twelwe European countries. Registrations were distributed as
21 to the exercise and 61 to the analyst activity. Participants of both events welcomed the Flagship 2
concept and were looking forward to participate into a similar event in the future.
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Executive Summary
The Flagship 2 cybersecurity exercise was a continuation to Flagship 1. In the Flagship 2
exercise the participants, simulating new employees of a modern critical infrastructure operator
(a fictional Italian train operator, Cyber Rails s.r.l.) detected anomalies that they investigated.
The investigation revealed that there was really an active threat actor in the environment. The
threat actor had succeeded in penetrating networks of Cyber Rails. It had moved laterally and
eventually it had modified the on-train firmware which was guarded by a Trusted Platform
Module (TPM). The exercise participants followed the attack path, cleared the environment and
detected the initial weakness that allowed the threat actor to penetrate the network. Due to the
limited exercise time and the technical nature of the exercise, no GDPR, communications nor
managerial roles were simulated in the exercise.
To raise awareness of cybersecurity analysts work, an open analysts activity was planned and
offered to anyone of legal age and experience in Linux command line tools. The analyst activity
was run in parallel with the actual exercise. The analysts were expected to analyse samples
exported from the exercise environment and report their findings to the exercise using a
dedicated self-hosted open-source capture the flag (CTFd) platform instance. The analysts
woked solo without any instructutions on how to analyse the samples. They were offered and
required to use a prepared virtual machine to analyse the samples, which they commissioned to
their own environments. A total of six samples were offered to the analysts. From the 61
registered analysts, total 43 reported findings, 19 reported correct answers to all the six sample
challenges. Two analysts reported correct answers with no errors. 18 analysts did not return any
reports.
In total there were 19 exercise participants from CyberSec4Europe. They gave highly positive
feedback about the exercise. After the exercise the participants answered to a short survey. All
survey respondents reported that the exercise was beneficial for them, they learnt something
new and would recommend the Flagship 2 exercise to a friend or a colleague.
There were 43 active analysts, providing either correct or incorrect submissions. No systematic
feedback was collected from the analysts, but they gave positive feedback in the technical
support chat that was offered. The conductor of the Flagship 2 estimates that the analysts
activity attracted junior and high-performing specialists, and also IT professionals with no
previous experience in analyst work. Based on the received feedback and from the statistics of
the analysts activity, the conductor estimates the analyst activity was in demand.
The technical platform used in the exercise was a cyber arena. It included all the necessary
technical cybersecurity controls and systems that supported the exercise participants learning
experience and learning outcomes.
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Glossary of Terms
A

Autonomous System
An Autonomous System (AS) specifies a network, mostly an organization that
can own or announce network addresses to the Internet (NIST 2022).

C

Capture the Flag
Capture the Flag (CTF) is a cybersecurity competition or training event. The
objective is to capture the predefined flags. There may be a technical solution
where the participants submit their flags, and the solution gives feedback
wheter the flag is correct or incorrect. Capture the flag events may be targeted
to both individuals and teams.
Cyber Arena
An training environment containing many cyber ranges, or environments that
can be used for domain specific, cross-domain or generic cybersecurity
research, development and training.
Cyber Range
A cyber range is a platform for the development, delivery and use of interactive
simulation environments. A simulation environment is a representation of an
organisation’s ICT, OT, mobile and physical systems, applications and
infrastructures, including the simulation of attacks, users and their activities
and of any other Internet, public or third-party services which the simulated
environment may depend on. A cyber range includes a combination of core
technologies for the realisation and use of the simulation environment and of
additional components, which are, in turn, desirable or required for achieving
specific cyber range use cases. (European Cyber Security Organization (ECSO)
2020)
Cyber Range Technical Federation
The technical federation of cyber ranges (CRTF) enables the federated parties
to utilize or consume specified functionalities, services, capabilities or
resources from another party or parties of the federation. Once the technical
federation is established, the usage of the resources or services may happen
seamlessly, i.e. transparently from end user perspective. It may require
contracts or other kinds of a trust relationship where the parties agree e.g.
acceptable usage of provided functionalities or services.

O Operational Technology
Operational technology (OT) referes to the hardware and software systems
used in industrial and critical infrastructure operations to monitor and control
physical processes, devices and infrastructure.
R

Radio Block Centre
Radio Block Centres (RBCs) are part of the European train control systems,
and they are used to authorise trains to continue on their route.
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Realistic Global Cyber Environment
Realistic Global Cyber Environment (RGCE) is a technical platform that
contains several domain specific and generic cyber-physical and simulated
systems for cybersecurity research, development and training. The platform is
designed, developed and operated by JYVSECTEC.
Red Team
Red team (RT) simulates one or more threat actors in cybersecurity exercises.
S

SIEM
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) is a technical solution
that collects the defined security and event information from various systems
an organisation has.

T

Tactics, Techniques and Procedures
Tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) are the behaviour of an (threat)
actor.
(Rail) Traffic Management System
Rail Traffic Management Systems (TMS) are designed to support railway
operations, processes and procedures.
Trusted Platform Module
A Trusted Platform Module (TPM) is a hardware based implementation (a
chip) embeded in modern systems which enables to trust in computing systems
in general. Specific goals may be e.g. securing cryptographic keys.

Z

ZeroTier
A software only SD-WAN implementation, developed and opensourced by
ZeroTier Inc.
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1 Introduction
Flagship 2, a cross-border cybersecurity umbrella event organised by CyberSec4Europe, contained two
events - a cybersecurity exercise (CSE) that was targeted at CyberSec4Europe affiliates, and a cybersecurity
analyst activity that was open. Both events took place in two consecutive days on 25–26 January 2022.
Whilst the exercise participants were hands-on investigating cyber incident that a fictional critical
infrastructure operator had faced, the analysts were performing analysis on digital samples exported from
the exercise environment. In the analyst activity narrative, the analysts were playing a role of external
cybersecurity consultants, searching for evidence and relevant information from the samples and reporting
their findings to the exercise, which simulated a customer. The exercise was the main event.
The exercise and analysts activity were loosely coupled, because of the uncertainty of the number of
analysts, their capabilities and performance. Had there been late reports from the analysts, the exercise
would have been impacted. Therefore, the conductor had prepared key information for the team coaches
that could be provided to the exercise participants, had the analysts’ reports not been received. Neither the
the exercise participants nor the analysts were scored, because the conductor wanted to create a safe
environment for learning.
The Flagship 2 was conducted by JAMK University of Applied Sciences’ cybersecurity, data-analytics and
artificial intelligence research development and training center JYVSECTEC (conductor), Finland. The
analysts virtual machine were planned in co-operation with Masaryk University (BRNO), Czech Republic,
and created by BRNO using the cyber sandbox creator (CyberSec4Europe 2020a, Masaryk University
2022a). Technical support for the analysts was offered by BRNO on an open-source web conferencing
system for online learning (BigBlueButton 2021) instance hosted by Delft University of Technology
(TUDelft), the Netherlands. The technical exercise platform was Realistic Global Cyber Environment
(RGCE).
A concept map of Flagship 2 showing participants and analyst relationship to the event, and the technologies
the participants and analysts used is is shown in Annex A: Concept Map of Flagship 2.

1.1 The Application Form
An application form was created for both exercise participants and analysts. The form had mandatory
questions to indicate the respondent’s relationship with a CyberSec4Europe affiliate, the kind of the
relationship (employee, student or not working for the affiliation), the track to apply for (exercise, analyst
activity), privacy policy related questions and terms of service related questions. The privacy policy and
terms of service were links to a pdf file. The application form did not survey applicants’ profiency in
English, despite it was used language both in the exercise and the analyst activity.
The survey form had one question with multiple options the perform self-evaluation on skills and concepts
related to the exercise and analyst activity. One question gathered information on experience in previous
cybersecurity exercises and capture the flag events. These subject matter questions are shown in Annex B:
Subject Matter Questions from the Application Form.
The responses provided by the exercise applicants were used when placing them into teams. The conductor
target was to create balanced teams so that each team would have skilled members and members having
knowledge on cybersecurity concepts, e.g. cyber kill chain and threat hunting. The reationale selecting the
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team members was to ensure the teams had the technical skills and theoretical knowledge to solve the tasks
they would be given and to support peer-learning within the teams.

1.2 The Path from Flagship 1 to Flagship 2 Cybersecurity Exercise
The storyline of Flagship 2 continued from Flagship 1. In Flagship 1 two organisations, the University of
Kybereo and Cyber Rails s.r.l, published a R&D co-operation. The co-operation was that the Swiss
University conducts research on the vast amount of railway related data that the Italian train operator (Cyber
Rails) had collected. The participants of Flagship 1 were placed as employees of the Kybereo University
and they faced a cybersecurity incident, which they had to mitigate and respond to (CyberSec4Europe
2021a). The activity included non-technical roles and activities, such as GDPR related, in addition to
technical roles and activities. In Flagship 1 there were organisational charts and guidelines prepared for the
participants. Had there been missing information or erroneous information in the guidelines, the participants
were told that they could improvise as needed. Because the background of the participants was
heterogeneous, an introduction level online open course was created for the technically oriented participants.
The voluntary course introduced them to digital forensics (CyberSec4Europe 2021b).
The Flagship 2 exercise was technical in nature, had only technical participant roles available and focused
on technical investigation of a suspected cybersecurity incident. The participants were not shown the
exercise scenario nor detailed information of it, simulating a real-world scenario of a cyber incident. An
organisation rarely knowns in advance when a cyber incident is about to take place, if it is intentional or
unintentional, let alone who is behind the incident and with what objectives, if any. In Flagship 2 the exercise
participants were simulating being new employees of Cyber Rails, and they had to detect an anomaly and
technically investigate it by using the features and functionalities that the exercise environment offered.
The learning contents of the analysts activity and the exercise were created by experienced red team (RT)
specialists, whom have participated to cybersecurity exercises and capture the flag competitions, and have
experience in teaching cybersecurity to Bachelor’s and Master’s degree students in JAMK.

2 The Flagship 2 Exercise in Detail
Exercise participants were simulating new employees of the train operator Cyber Rails s.r.l. The narrative
was that the company’s management had decided to strengthen its cybersecurity capability and capacity.
The top management had learned from the Kybereo’s incident, which happened in Flagship 1, and
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understood that Cyber Rails needs more in-house technical cybersecurity specialists, to proactively protect
its digital and cyber-physical assets, and reactively respond and resolve possible incidents.
The objectives of the exercise were to:





Showcase benefits how integrated security controls and logging in an organisation’s network
supports detecting and investigating a cyber incident,
Raise awareness that investigating a cyber-attack requires knowledge about the environment
and experience of the deployed security controls and available tools,
Raise awareness that even modern security components, such as trusted platform modules
(TPMs), may have weaknesses that a determined threat actor could exploit,
Highlight that a realistically modelled and well-integrated cyber arena can be used to introduce
various cyber security phenomena, and train people to work on them.

The exercise environment offered the employees e.g.:








Global simulated Internet and its’ core services,
News and media sites and social media platforms,
Networks of a simulated critical infrastructure operator,
Realistically modelled digital services and data flows in the operator’s network, including
public web-pages,
Simulated operational technology (OT) networks and systems, and data flows in the operator’s
network,
Realistically modelled person data located in the information technology (IT) systems of the
operator’s in the network,
Modern security controls and logging systems integrated into the operator’s network

The 19 participants were placed into four teams, each team having a dedicated team coach. During the
exercise, the teams had to answer questions that the team coach raised. The questions were placed to teams
in stages; the coaches were in direct interaction with the teams and once the team had answered to previously
raised questions, new questions were asked. Eventhough the questions were prewritten, team members had
freedom interact within the team and to peek the environment and search the answers by themselves. In a
large and complex environment, which is not previously known to the participants, several approaches may
eventually result in finding the answers. The coach also assisted the team in using the available systems.
Had the team had questions or had they been unsure how to start acting on the current task, the team lead
guided them, primary with questions, and eventully providing direct instructions. The method was initially
tested in Flagship 1, and as it received positive feedback from the participants, it was applied in Flagship 2,
too.

2.1 Exercise Day 1
The first exercise day started by introducing the new employees to the systems, that they would be using in
their work. While introducing the environment and the security controls therein, the new employees
detected that there was something weird going on in the system. On the Cyber Rails railway monitoring
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system map view (Figure 1) it was visible that a train was randomly jumping between various routes and
locations.

Base map source Open Street Map © OpenStreetMap contributors.

Figure 1: Snapshot of Cyber Rails railway monitoring system.

The attestations view (Figure 2) of the railway monitoring system indicated that the TPM and the traffic
management system (TMS), located in the misbehaving train, were reporting error for some reason.

Figure 2: Attestation view of the railway monitoring system
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Because Flagship 2 was a learning opportunity, the conductor had planned to the two exercise days so that
they included lunch breaks and an afternoon break.
Before starting to operate on the security controls deployed in the Cyber Rails network, the participants had
a lunch break. Returned from the lunch break, the participants detected that the workstation which had
access to the railway monitoring system and which was used by a special administrator role, seemed to be
locked by a ransomware and there was a ransom note visible on the screen (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Ransom note on a TMS controller server

By performing digital forensic investigation and utilising the reports the analysts had provided, the teams
unlocked the server. Then the participants continued the investigation and detected the persistence of the
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threat actor. Whilst teams were performing the investigation, a sample data of a customer relationship
management (CRM) system was detected online, claiming the data originated from Cyber Rails.
The teams answered the following questions during the first exercise day:





How can the ransomware can be disabled?
Who put the ransomware there?
Has the suspicious machine logged into any other machines?
How to fix the jumping train on TMS?

2.2 Exercise Day 2
The second exercise day continued the investigation left open from the first exercise day, but focused to
recovery and analysis of the incident. The analysts tasks included creating a timeline of the incident. During
the day the exercise participants had to answer to the following questions:






Does the dumped data belong to Cyber Rails?
What system is the source of the data?
Does this trigger GDPR related procedures?
What caused the TPM alarm on the train?
Analysts have identified and analysed a malicious document, could this be the root cause?

The employees could confirm that the online sample was from the CRM of Cyber Rails, their fictional
employer during the exercise. The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) topic was only briefly
discussed due the technical nature of the exercise and time restrictions, but it was clear that the incident
would trigger the GDPR process (European Union 2016), e.g. to inform the national GDPR authority and
the persons whose data had been breached.
The employees investigated the TPM alert (Figure 2), and technically analysed the firmware used in the
train and learned learned that the deployed firmware was malicious. Whilst the teams built a timeline of the
incident, they could confirm that a single opening of an email attachment, that was malicious, was the
starting point of the incident.

2.3 The Technical Exercise Environment
The technical exercise environment was Realistic Global Cyber Environment (RGCE), which is a cyber
arena (Karjalainen M. and Kokkonen T. 2020), containing several cybersecurity training environments. A
new environment simulating a railway operator’s IT and OT infrastructure (Figure 4) was created for
Flagship 2. The fictional organisation, Cyber Rails, was connected to the simulated RGCE Internet through
a simulated Internet service provider (ISP), which had the autonomous system (AS) number 3303. The
organisation’s environment contained several networks, e.g. an in-premises data centre, trackside systems
and traffic controls systems. The trackside network included simulated radio block centres (RBCs), and the
trains therein included simulated train firmware and the TPM.
The exercise participants accessed the environment using a prepared remote connection. The exercise
environment had a single sign-on (SSO) portal, from where the participants could access the security
controls, and the IT and OT systems deployed in to the organisational environment of Cyber Rails. More
than 100 virtual machines were deployed for Flagship 2.
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Figure 4: Overview of Flagship 2 technical environment

2.4 Cyber Range Technical Federation
The exercise participants accessed the exercise environment by using a prepared virtual machine created by
the conductor. It was connected to a federation network that was created for the exercise. Technological
solution to implement the federated network was ZeroTier, a software-only SD-WAN solution, developed
and open-sourced by ZeroTier Inc. ZeroTier’s home page is https://www.zerotier.com/.
By using a personal access token, each participant’s connection was registered to a Zerotier ROOT (Figure
5), which was resided in commercial Amazon AWS cloud. Once the connection was registered, the exercise
related traffic was automatically routed from participant’s virtual machine to the exercise environment,
trough JAMK Zerotier-2. The Zerotier controller, located in the conductor’s data centre (JAMK Zerotier2), was provisioned one CPU core and one GB RAM. All exercise participants’ network traffic to the
exercise environment was routed through this controller. The federation implementation reused the solution
previously developed for Flagship 1 and reported in D7.3 Evaluation Report on Integration Demonstration
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(CyberSec4Europe 2021c). The requirements of cyber range technical federation were documented in Part
B of (CyberSec4Europe 2020b).

Figure 5: Overview of Flagship 2 Federation Architecture

The CPU utilisation (Figure 6) shows that the controller performed well. Peak CPU utilisation was under
20%, while the CPU’s peak clock frequency was approximately 300 MHz. The controller was run in a
virtual machine running a 64-bit CentOS-7 operating system.

Figure 6: CPU Load on Zerotier controller located in the conductor’s data center

The peak network bandwidth usage of the controller was on the second exercise day (Figure 7), remaining
below one Mbps. From the point of view of recorded statistics, the controller was capable of handing the
load that the participants access to the environment generated.
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Figure 7: Bandwidth usage of Zerotier controller located in JAMK premises

A few participants reported occasional or recurring connectivity problems with the exercise environment.
The conductor’s monitoring or logging systems did not reveal the root cause, even though it was investigated
during the exercise. An in-depth root-cause analysis about the reported connectivity issues was not
performed.
The participants’ remote access to the exercise environment was terminated at the end of both exercise days.
This was due to the nature of the exercise. The exercise being a learning opportunity with dedicated team
coaches, all participants were offered an equal opportunity to access the environment that is during the
exercise active time only.

2.5 Exercise Planning Timeline
Planning and implementing a technical cybersecurity exercise is a requires skilled personnel and the
technical exercise platform, but also a long timespan on personnel calendar’s. The calendar slack enables
more better exercise experience for participants, as the exercise learning objectives and the storyline can
mature during short discussions the planners have over time. To have a solid story line for flagship 2,
planning and content creation was started in parallel with Flagship 1 planning in 2020. After Flagship 1
there was a period where minimal detailed planning and development was carried out. The development
activity intensified when the Flagship 2 event neared. The latest development work and environment testing
were performed in January 2022. Such an on-off arrangement was possible due to the results developed in
parallel with Flagship 1 and the re-use of the implemented cyber range technical federation.

3 Analyst Activity in Detail
The analyst activity, which supported the exercise and simulated a customer–cybersecurity service provider
situation, was planned so that both entry level cybersecurity analysts and technically capable persons could
find valuable information from the provided digital samples and report their findings their findings to the
exercise. The objective of the activity was to raise awareness of an analyst’s work, introduce tools that can
be used by analysts, and to simulate a cybersecurity service provider activity. The method to do this was to
investigate the samples exported from a suspected incident, using a virtualised analyst workstation that is
safe to use for the analysis and which has modern analysis software to facilitate performing the analyst’s
tasks.
The analyst workstation was a prepared virtual machine containing Kali Linux with additional analysts tools
pre-installed. There was also an additional virtual machine containing The Hive (The Hive Project 2022),
had some of the participant decided worked in self-organised teams. Contents of the analyst’s virtual
machine were planned in co-operation between WP6 and WP7. The co-planned analyst virtual machine was
created by BRNO using the Cyber Sandbox Creator (Masaryk University 2022).The analysts were sent a
welcome email after registration to the analyst activity was ended. The email included an URL, which
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contained the instructions on how to deploy the analyst virtual machine on their personal computing
environment (Masaryk 2022b).
The analysts were informed several times that they must not perform network scans or other intelligence
gathering operations on the real the Internet or on the IP-addresses the samples contain, nor should they
share the samples to external parties. Had they done so, they could have broken laws in the location of their
residence. The reason for the caution was that the IP-addresses the samples the samples contained were
recorded from a cyber arena that containing simulated Internet, and thus the IP-addresses would have
resolved to real nodes in real Internet. Some local laws in European countries state that it is illegal to share
computer viruses or malware to persons that do not have a justification to receive it or have it in their
possession. Therefore in the registration form the analysts fulfilled, they had commit to not to share the
samples with externals. However, the samples did not contain computer viruses or malware.
The possibility to join to the analyst activity was marketed as a learning opportunity where the analysts
would support the exercise participants. Contents of the analyst activity info set, sent to analysts as an email
attachment, was created in collaboration with WP9 and WP7. The cover letter and the info set is shown in
Annex C: Analyst Cover Letter and Info Set.

3.1 Analyst Tasks
The analyst activity started on the same day, but before the actual exercise. The reasoning was that it was
unknown how soon the analyst can report valuable information, i.e, their findings, to the exercise. By giving
them more time to analyse, the conductor hoped that analysts could provide information that could be used
by the exercise participants, without the need to use the pre-prepared findings document.
In the event morning the analysts were sent an email containing their personal login information to a CTFd
instance, an open-source capture the flag platform (CTFd 2022), which was commissioned on the
conductor’s premises solely to provide contents to the analyst activity. The email contained an URL to the
technical support platform, a BigBlueButton (BBB) instance, hosted by TUDelft. The analyst could use the
technical support platform to provide and ask for peer-support. The main motivator to use the BBB, a chat
system hosted by an external entity towards the exercise, was to relief the deployment and monitoring needs
that a running a publically available platform requires. Additionally collaborating within CyberSec4Europe
and raise the awareness of the existence of BBB platform was considered important.
In the CTFd there were six challenges available, their difficulty ranging from easy to mediocre, but not hard,
as estimated by the conductor. The difficulty was not presented to the analysts, and they were able take the
challenges in any order. The challenges are listed in and screenshots from the CTFd platform can be seen
in Annex E: Analyst Challenges.

Challenge
No.

Challenge
Name

Challenge Question

Challenge
Category

Estimated
difficulty
(1: Easy –
5: Hard)

1

The dirty
document

A system administrator has received an email,
which has an MS Word document as an
attachment. The document consists of a VBA
macro, which has compromised a SysAdmin's
system. Submit the name of the program
being run when the VBA macro is executed.

Miscellaneous

1
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Challenge
No.

Challenge
Name

Challenge Question

Challenge
Category

Estimated
difficulty
(1: Easy –
5: Hard)

2

Oh no! My
system is
locked

A malicious program has prevented normal
usage of several workstations. Find out the
address of the attacker's Ethereum wallet,
which is part of the ransom note. Submit the
answer in form of: 0x123456789abcdef

Reverse
engineering

3

3

Evil in the
wire

Which IP is a participant in every TCP
connection in this PCAP?

Packet
analysis

2

4

What is
wrong
with my
memory?

Malicious code is running in a compromised
system's memory. Find out the name of the
process Parent Process ID (PPID) of which is
7356.

Forensics

4

5

Hard
times, hard
drives

An attacker has dumped the customer
relationship management database to the disk.
Export the database and find out the number
of rows in the database's contacts table.

Forensics

4

6

Why so
obfuscated
?

An attacker has created a persistence
mechanism to the file sharing server. A
scheduled task executes an obfuscated
powershell script to ensure that the malicious
service exists and is running. Submit the name
of the service the powershell script creates.

Miscellaneous

1

Table 1: Analyst challenges

3.2 Analysts’ Resolve Statistics
There were a total of 61 registrants to the analyst activity. The statistics show that 43 (70%) submitted their
findings to the CTFd platform (Table 1). Four analysts did not submit correct findings, so the number of
actual users was 39. All six challenges were resolved by 19 analysts (44%), five challenges were resolved
by 7 (16%), four challenges were resolved by 5 (12%), three challenges by 2 (5%), two challenges by 4
(9%) and one challenge by 2 analysts (5%).

No. correct submissions

No. analysts submitted

Percent of analysts (N=43)

6

19

44 %
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No. correct submissions

No. analysts submitted

Percent of analysts (N=43)

5

7

16 %

4

5

12 %

3

2

5%

2

4

9%

1

2

5%

0

4

9%

Total

43

100 %

Table 2: Submission statistics

Total submission percentage distribution (Figure 8) shows that in total there were 522 submissions. The
correct submissions count was 185 (35.4%) and there were 337 (64.6%) incorrect submissions.

Figure 8: Submission percentages

Two analysts submitted six correct submissions without incorrect submissions, as shown in the detailed
statistics in Annex F: Analyst Activity Submission Statistics.
The used platform, CTFd, allowed an unlimited number of submissions. As the analyst activity was a
learning opportunity, the CTFd was configured so that no scores were rewarded for correct submission nor
negative scores for incorrect submissions, and all challenges (samples) were immediately available. The
reason for this approach was based on the conductor’s internal discussion and decision that being an entry
level learning event, the potential learning outcome was weighted more important than scores, thus letting
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the analyst to test submitting their incorrect findings without penalty. CTFd provided the analysts feedback
whether a submission was correct or incorrect.
Solves per individual challenges are shown in Figure 9 (n=39). The challenge “The dirty document” was
resolved by 32 analysts (82.1%), the challenge “Oh no! My system is locked” was resolved by 28 (71.8%),
the challenge ”Evil in the wire” was resolved by 35 (89.7%), “What is wrong with my memory?” by 34
(87.2%), “Hard times, hard drives” by 24 (61.5%) and the challenge ”Why so obfuscated?” by 32 (82.1%)
analysts.

Figure 9: Solves per challenge

In a message posted to the technical support platform, an analyst reported that he or she could not fully
focus to the analyst work due other commitments. A similar situation may have been with the other analysts,
too. After the analyst event, the conductor received an enquiry if a walkthrough of the challenges will be
published. The enquirer was told that no walkthrough exists.

3.3 Remarks from the Technical Support Platform
During the exercise days, the analysts asked a few questions from the technical support team. They were
mostly related to the usage of Volatily, a forensic tool to analyse memory dumps. Also support to enlarge
the hard drive that was attached to the analyst workstation was asked. Volatily had a file system level
permission issue, i.e., wrong access and execution rights, which was easily detected and the fix was provided
for the analysts. Another issue was that the version had some configuration errors, which the conductor did
not detect when testing the analyst virtual machine. A peer-comment to circumvent the Volatily issue was
published. Technical support on how to enlarge the hard drive was provided and a peer solution was
received. The technical support chat log can be seen in Annex D: Chat Log from the Analyst Technical
Support Platform.
The analysts’ questions on how to enlarge the hard drive were related to the challenge “Hard Time, hard
drives”. That challenge had the least number of correct submissions. Although it was not researched, it could
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be that performing the enlargement or attaching the disk image to the analyst virtual machine was either too
difficult or was perceived as too time consuming, which could explain the low number of solves.

3.4 Analyst Activity Planning Timeline
There were several planning and status check meetings preparing the analyst workstation and to discuss the
details related to the analyst activity between WP6 and WP7. In 2021, there were six meetings (March,
May, June, September, November, and December). In January 2022, one meeting was held before the
exercise. The conductor tested the virtual machine in December 2021. A dedicated privacy policy for the
CTFd instance was created because the system was visible to the Internet. No feedback survey or discussion
session after the analyst activity was conducted.

4 Participants
The possibility to participate in the exercise was primarily marketed in CyberSec4Europe mailing lists,
whereas the analyst activity was marketed on social media platforms, on three webpages and by publishing
two press releases.
CyberSec4Europe affiliates were reached via email on December 21st, 22nd and 29th 2021. The emails
mentioned the analyst activity as an open capture the flag (CTF) event. The marketing letter is shown in
Annex G: Marketing Letter to CyberSec4Europe Affiliates.
The registration form to the Flagship 2 exercise and analyst activity was opened 21st December 2021 and
was open until 12th January 2022. The existence of the event was marketed on CyberSec4Europe webpages,
the conductor’s web pages, and in social media. A press release in Finnish was created and published by the
conductor. CyberSec4Europe’s WP9 created and published an English press release version. The Finnish
press release was noticed by several Finnish online media services, which have a combined total weekly
reach of over 1,200,000 readers as reported by the services’ media cards. No page visit count is available
from the media sites.
The registration form was temporarily reopened on 17th January for one affiliate person to register to the
exercise. Such special arrangements require more relative work-effort than handling all the registrants en
masse. The person was decided to enrol to the event, because the person participated in Flagship 1, so they
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could compare the exercise experience between the two exercises and thus being able to provide feedback
to the conductor for learning.
Quick facts about Flagship 2 registration:











The event received total 82 registrations
The exercise received 21 registrations (26%)
The analyst activity received 61 registrations (74%)
The event registrees were from 12 European countries
The exercise registrees were from 11 European countries
The analyst activity registrees were from three European countries
The event gender distribution was 13% female, 84% male, 2% did not disclose.
The exercise gender distribution was 24% female, 76% male
The analyst gender distribution was 10% female, 87% male, 3% did not disclose.
The analyst activity received submission from 43 registrees (70%)

More detailed statistics about affiliations, countries and gender distribution as reported by the registrees are
shown in Annex H: Registration Statistics.

4.1 Timeline of Acquiring Participants
The event page describing Flagship 2 was published on 21st December 2021 (JYVSECTEC 2021). It was
decided that the event page would be created under JYVSECTEC instead of JAMK, because JAMK
webpages were under platform transition. By this arrangement, it was estimated that the required work effort
to publish the event pages could be minimised.
CyberSec4Europe published a news item on 22nd December 2021 (CyberSec4Europe 2021d).
The Finnish press release was released 27th December 2021 (JAMK 2021). The press release was noticed
by Finnish online media services TIVI (TIVI 2021), Uusiteknologia (Uusiteknologia 2021), Mikrobitti
(Mikrobitti 2021), Kauppalehti (Kauppalehti 2022) and Talouselämä (Talouselämä 2022). Kauppalehti and
Talouselämä are financial and investment media, while the others are technology oriented. Indicators exists
that two local radio stations in the Jyväskylä area, where the conductor is located in, broadcasted a summary
the press release, but no evidence exists.
Several posts on social media platforms, Twitter, LinkedIn, and Instagram were published by JYVSECTEC,
JAMK, CyberSec4Europe and BRNO.

4.2 Quick Survey after the Exercise Active Phase
After the exercise active phase, but before a free form feedback and discussion session, the participants were
requested to answer an anonymous quick survey. The survey was implemented on Webropol, a survey tool
that JAMK offers to its employees and students. There was approximately 15 minutes time to answer to the
survey.
A total of 19 persons participated in the exercise. From the participants 15 (79%) answered the survey. Free
form feedback collected in the survey was highly positive, but also minor critique was raised. The conductor
received critique from a participant that there were trails in the environment from a testing session. The
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critiques was justifiable and correct: without the team coach, the team would probably have followed wrong
trails.
Below is a single pick from the free form survey response, which illustrates the benefits the respondent
acquired from Flagship 2:
Flagship 1 gave me a good idea about what "real" cyber exercises are about and Flagship 2
increased my interest towards them even more. In addition, the exercise gave me at least a general
insight on what the technical people face after a cyber-attack, which helps me conduct research
and perhaps even help them in their work.
The quantitate questions, “Your team in the exercise”, “Did you find the exercise beneficial for you?”, “Did
you learn something new?”, and “Woud you recommend Flagship 2 for a friend or a colleague?” shows
that the 15 (n=15) respondents representing all four exercise teams found the exercise beneficial for
themselves, learned something new and would recommend Flagship 2 exercise for a friend or a colleague.
In the free text question “Free feedback about Flagship 2”, two respondents requested that an unplanned
event, Flagship 3, with either Flagship 1 or Flagship 2 contents could be conducted on-site, so that people
could work and network face-to-face. The anonymised survey questions and answers can be seen in
Annex I: Short Survey to Participants.

5 Lessons Learnt and Conclusions
Implementing a cybersecurity exercise and an analyst activity (a kind of a capture the flag) in parallel with
aligned contents requires a certain kind of discipline from the event planners. The main challenge the
conductor faced was the open analyst activity participants, as they had no contractual relationship with the
conductor: how their (unknown) expectations could be met while simultaneously respecting the contractual
commitments and global intellectual property rights (IPR) regulation.
In Flagship 2 the priority was the exercise. However, during planning the exercise and developing its
contents, the persons involved had to take into account the analyst activity and keep a few questions active,
such as:
-

What are the key exercise events and what could be the digital samples related to the events that the
analyst could investigate?
Can the conductor legally provide a sample without breaking a law or a regulation? If it can, under
which circumstances?
Can the analysts legally investigate the sample? If they can, are there any conditions?
Can the conductor provide a sample to a third party, which has no contractual relationship with the
conductor, without committing an IPR violation? If it can, under which circumstances?
Is the difficulty level of analysing a planned sample in alignment with the event difficulty level and
with the estimated participants’ knowledge, skills and abilities? If not, how can they be supported?

The conductor has organised cybersecurity exercises since 2013 (JYVSECTEC 2017). Flagship 2 was the
first exercise the conductor offered a simulated railway environment, including the domain specific systems
and processes therein. The conductor learned that even limited contents of an cybersexercise may not
directly convert to analyst targets of an open analyst activity. To fullfill contractual commitments and
legislation requirements, including global IPR legislation, the digital samples that was offered to the
analysts, had to be very carefully implemented.

5.1 Meeting Flagship 2 Exercise Objectives and Received Feedback
The Flagship 2 exercise was technical in nature. The exercise participants, simulating new employees in a
fictional critical infrastructure operator, investigated a misbehaviour of a train detected in a monitoring
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system. The investigation revealed that a cyber incident had started before the exercise but evolved during
the exercise and turned out to be a hostile in the system. The exercise participants mitigated the incident to
an extent, as planned.
The objectives of the Flagship 2 exercise were:
-

Showcase the benefits of how integrated security controls and logging in an organisation network
supports detecting and investigating a cyber incident,
Raise awareness that investigating a cyber-attack requires knowledge about the environment and
experience of the deployed security controls and available tools,
Raise awareness that even modern security components, such as TPMs, may have weaknesses that
a determined threat actor could exploit,
Highlight that a realistically modelled and well-integrated cyber arena can be used to introduce
various cyber security phenomena to people, and train them to work on these.

The concept of teams having a dedicated coach received positive feedback. Based on the conductor’s
experience, a two-day cybersecurity exercise that aims to be beneficial for the participants and is held on a
realistic cyber arena, requires dedicated coaches. Even there was a SSO portal for the participants, learning
to navigate the large exercise environment and to operate the security controls and the tools in the
environment might consume the limited exercise time so much that the real learning outcomes could be
missed. Learning to use the core features of a system in a short time could be trivial for some, but learning
to use several systems’ core features to complete a task was not in the scope of the exercise.
Interpreted from the participant‘s feedback and survey responses the exercise objectives were met.

5.2 Meeting Flagship 2 Analyst Activity Objectives
The objective of the entry-level cybersecurity analyst activity was to simulate a cybersecurity service
provider – customer activity. The analysts investigated samples exported from a suspected incident, using a
virtualised analyst workstation that is safe to use for the analysis, and by using modern analysis software
for performing the analyst tasks. The analyst activity was planned to be entry level in diffculty.
Based on the number of incorrect submissions from the analysts and time spent between first and last
submission, the conductor concludes that there were a high number of junior analysts or persons not familiar
with digital forensic investigation and response (DFIR). Based on the submission statistics and time spent
resolving the samples, we conclude that there were also person who are specialised in DFIR.
The technical support platform for the analysts and its usage as peer-support platform served the analysts
reliably and benefitted the analysts.
There were minor tooling challenges and a use-case that were not detected during testing the analysts
workstation. It is not purposeful to have technological errors or challenges in a learning situation, but
fortunately workarounds were found to circumvent the detected challenges.
There was no similar quick survey for the analysts as was offered to exercise participants, from where facts
could be extracted. Based on the chat log, the resolve statistics, the background information the analysts
provided in the registration form, and the enquiries the conductor received, the conductor estimates the
analyst activity objectives were met.

5.3 Remarks from Online Cybersecurity Learning Opportunities
An analyst reached out to the conductor after the event enquiring a walkthrough of the challenges solutions.
The simulation continues: a customer does not have the understanding to provide guidance. From the
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analysts’ learning outcome perspective, having such walkthrough, a systematic set of instructions to analyse
the samples, could have been beneficial. However, based on the conductors experience in the subject and
considering the event was entry-level, using Internet search engines, the correct tools and ways to operate
them could have been found within the timeframe of the analyst activity.
Some analysts reported that they could not fully focus on the activity due other commitments. Based on the
conductor’s experience, distractions may severely affect the learning outcomes from a cybersecurity
exercise, or in this case, the analyst activity. One of the reasons why the analyst activity was planned as a
solo event was to mitigate the impact of potential distractions from a larger group of people.
For future online cybersecurity learning opportunities, the possibility of distractions a learner may face must
be kept in mind during planning an event and its impact should be minimised. Should there be more
distractions or perceived stress during a learning event, those should planned and ideally controlled by the
conductor.

5.4 Demonstrating Cyber Range Technical Federation
The Flagship 2 exercise was conducted as an online event. Due to the possibility of travel restrictions set on
short notice, the decision to conduct the event as online was easier than it was for Flagship 1. In Flagship 1
the conductor demonstrated cyber range technical federation. The technology was re-used in Flagship 2 and
from the conductor’s point of view worked reliably, consumed only little computing capacity and network
bandwidth. A few exercise participants reported occasional loss of connectivity to the exercise environment,
but the root-cause could not be found.
The conducted two Flagship exercises showcased that online, cross-border CSEs can be securely organised
and participated utilising open-source SD-WAN technology. The used technology did not require
configuration changes to participants’ equipment nor did it require acquiring a separate network device, but
installing VirtualBox virtualisation software and commissioning a prepared virtual machine into it.

5.5 Identified Opportunities
The contents of both Flagship 1 and Flagship 2 could potentially be used for training and education. They
are safe environment to experience a cybersecurity incident and respond and mitigate it. Flagship 1 has
contents for technical, communications, GDPR and top management roles. The value proposition for
organisations (and companies) could be to understand the value of exercised cybersecurity incident response
and mitigation plans, and improve such plans based on findings from the training. With improved plans the
organisation could potentianlly more efficiently and promptly respond to and mitigate an incident. Having
trained in Flagship 1, they could signal to their ecosystem that they have exercised their business continuity.
For companies this could potentially help acquiring new and keep existing customers. There are examples
that a cybersecurity incident can cause long-term financial harm or even bankrupt a company (YLE 2021),
if it is a cybersecurity incident is not responded appropriately. The value proposition for the Flagship 2 could
be to understand the benefits of various well-integrated security controls that supports investigating an
incident, train them to use them, and introduce the learners an example of an organisational environment
that has such controls.
Bachelor’s level cybersecurity students could benefit attending to either of the exercises operating the
security controls, performing the technical investigation, and analysing the incident. The Flagship 1 contents
could be used in Master’s level studies, e.g. by students from various degree programs, e.g. cybersecurity,
computer science, communications, law, business administration and management. They could jointly plan
the cybersecurity incident response and mitigation plans and participate as a team into the exercise following
plans they created. The learning outcomes could be to understand cybersecurity incidents and how an
organisation could respond and mitigate them and what could be the appropriate level of details the plans
should have. Being technical in nature, the Flagship 2 contents could be used by e.g. cybersecurity students,
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to investigate and analyse the cybersecurity incidents, and propose improvements on how the incident could
be prevented or made more costly to the attacker, and propose improvements to the deployed security
controls.
The analyst activity could also be used in training and education. Those already in work-life, but thinking
of moving to the field of cybersecurity could benefit from the entry-level contents by first learning the basic
concepts that are presented in the activity and then participating to the analyst activity. A requirement is
sufficients skills in English language, as the open-source analyst tools are natively in English. A tailored
(self) study material about the concepts should be created. For the career changers, there should probably
be support available during the activity to overcome any challenges and answer learners’ questions. A digital
forensic and investigation subject matter expert could provide the support.
In education, Bachelor and Master’s students the contents of the analyst activity could be used to assess
technical skills of the learners, being potentially suitable for cybersecurity and computer science students.
The students could be asked to analyse and report the methods they used and the activities the threat actor(s)
had performed. Would there need of using the analyst activity in the education, the Universities and
education providers could collaborate by opening the analyst courses to external students, defined pass or
fail criteria and award study credits to students. If opening the courses would not be an option, then the
education providers could exchange the digital samples and support materials with each other, or buy them
from a commercial provider, if such exists.
There is potential to use the contents of Flagship 1 and Flagship 2 in training and education, but in order to
productise or commercialise the contents, some work is needed.

5.6 Future Improvements
The analyst activity in Flagship 2 was a solo work with no guidance nor support available to analyse the
digital samples. It could be researched if assigning a red team (RT) specialist(s) to support the analysts
would provide improved learning outcomes. A technological solution, e.g. an artificial intelligence based
chat bot, for supporting the analysts learning and offloading RT specialist workload could be researched. A
future research could study to the effects of various kinds of tips to analysts impact to e.g. correctness or
analysis time. A common pre- and post-exercise and analyst activity survey pattern to measure the learning
outcomes could be researched and studied.
The analysts were third parties, as the conductor had no contractual relationship with them. Sharing software
vendor’s binaries, or parts of them, with such third parties may explicitly be denied, or it can not be
interprepted as allowed by the software licence. For training sessions, such as the analyst activity, software
vendors could by default grant sharing snippets of the vendor binaries, configurations, and data to the
learners and allow performing digital forensics activities on them, even reverse engineering. The shared
artefacts could be in the form of files from disk images, network packet capture or memory dumps.
The Flagship CSE concept developed in CyberSec4Europe requires a team coach, who as an RT expert, has
good knowledge about the exercise storyline, the technical exercise environment and threat actors tactics,
techniques and procedures (TTPs). It could be researched and studied whether the team coach could be
mimicked by a technological solution and to which extent. Using a technological solution to mimic or
offload a team coach could help to scale the Flagship concept to mass-training of persons.
The analysts’ challenge “Hard times, hard drives” had the lowest number of correct submissions. A future
improvement would be to provide instructions on how to attach a disk image into a virtual machine.
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For the technical support platform, a publically available hosted chat service that respects privacy and
supports threaded discussions would be more valueable than the platform used in Flagship 2, which had no
threaded discussions.
A future project could research the used CRTF technology or other emerging open-source technology with
more participants and in more complex federation scenarios, which have been presented in the PART B of
CyberSec4Europe 2021c.
Would there be need or demand to the utilise the Flagship 1 or Flagship 2 contents in education or training,
some work needs to be done as discussed in the previous paragraph.

5.7 Conclusion
Flagship 2 was the second two-day, online-only cross border cybersecurity exercise utilising a cyber arena.
The participants were from 10 European countries representing 13 CyberSec4Europe affiliates. Some of the
participants had no previous experience in cyber security exercises or cyber arenas (or ranges), some of
them were cyber security professionals, some were juniors, and some had only little hands-on experience in
cyber security before the exercise. Some of the participants had participated into Flagship 1. The data from
the Flagship 2 quick survey shows that 100% of the survey respondents (N=15) would recommend the
exercise to their colleagues or friends and found it beneficial for them.
The Flagship 2 exercise and the analyst activity had contents that are in need in real-life organisations. The
exercise participants investigated a possible cybersecurity incident and found the initial weakness that was
exploited by a threat actor. With the acquired understanding of the situation, the exercise participants could
suggest improvements of the security controls and training contents for the fictional organisation they were
placed into.
Flagship 2 included an open entry-level cybersecurity analyst activity, where students, junior analysts and
high-performing experts individually analysed samples exported from the exercise environment. They
simulated a cybersecurity analyst service provider for the exercise. There were 61 registrants to the analyst
activity, from three European countries. A total of 43 of the registrees submitted any findings. Based on the
in-situ chat messages and concluded from the submission statistics and the time the analysts spent with the
provided samples, there was demand for such event.
The implement Flagship 2 was a success.
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Annex A: Concept Map of Flagship 2
The figure below shows the concept map of the Flagship 2 event. The concepts (rectangles) are written in
singular form. The concepts are linked together with a relationship (a line with an arrow). The concept map
was created using CMapTools, available from https://cmap.ihmc.us/.
Color legend of concepts:





Green is a concerete instance
Blue is a exercise related concept
Yellow is a analyst actitivy related concept
Grey is a neutral concept, or a concept that is shared by both the exercise and analyst activity.

Color legend of relationships (lines between concepts)




Green relationship describes an concrete instance of an concept
Purple relationship describes an abstract instance of an concept
White relationship describes cardinality the linked concepts have
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Annex B: Subject Matter Questions from the Application Form
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Annex C: Analyst Cover Letter and Info Set
The recipient’s name of the email and the Info Set in this annex is “Flagship 2 team at JYVSECTEC”. All
participants received a personalised cover letter and info set.
Cover Letter
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Annex D: Chat Log from the Analyst Technical Support Platform
This annex contains the chat log of the analyst activity technical support platform. Usernames have been
anonymised.
========= DAY 1 =========
Conductor representative
9:34 AM
Good morning all! Are you able to access the ctf platform and see the challenges there?
Participant 1
9:39 AM
Good morning
Participant 1
9:39 AM
yes
Conductor representative
9:39 AM
Excellent!
Participant 1
9:50 AM
Platform seems to work just fine and the challenges open nicely! Just had a small problem with the Kali
linux keyboard layout. :)
Analyst workstation technical support representative
9:51 AM
Hi <participant 1>, thanks for the report! What kind of problem with the keyboard did you have? And did
you manage to fix it or is it still an issue?
Participant 1
9:54 AM
I didn't realize it was set to US english as default. Some special characters are quite different between it and
Finnish layout. I was able to change it, but the xfce keyboard switcher didn't work right away. Tiny bit of
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googling revealed that this is some sort of a Kali issue. Switching the toggle "use system defaults" on and
off did the trick and now I have Finnish layout.
Analyst workstation technical support representative
9:56 AM
Oh, I see. The sandbox readme also includes a way to change the keyboard, did you miss this info or did it
not work for you?
https://gitlab.fi.muni.cz/cybersec/cs4e/flagship2-sandbox#change-the-keyboard-layout-in-kali
Participant 1
9:58 AM
I missed that part of the document. Sorry about that.
Analyst workstation technical support representative
9:58 AM
No problem, good that you found an alternative solution :)
Participant 2
12:09 PM
here´s a dumb question since i seem to be derping... what are the kali credentials?
Analyst workstation technical support representative
12:09 PM
It's: kali /// kali
Participant 2
12:09 PM
see when it´s too easy...
Analyst workstation technical support representative
12:09 PM
See also step 4 in the 1st section: https://gitlab.fi.muni.cz/cybersec/cs4e/flagship2-sandbox#1-setupinstructions
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Participant 3
12:23 PM
FWIW, I had some issues with the disk filling up in the "Hard times, hard drives" forensics challenge but
resizing
the
disk
was
fairly
straightforward
with
these
instructions:
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/49822594/vagrant-how-to-specify-the-disk-size/60185312#60185312
(the plugin check part can be skipped, and the 'config.disksize.size' should be 'device.disksize.size' and
under 'config.vm.define "kali"' since we are not changing the global parameter)
Analyst workstation technical support representative
12:32 PM
Thanks! I will add this info to the sandbox readme so that others can use it as well
Participant 4
12:37 PM
Without giving too many spoilers, is there a way to run vba scripts (or part of them) in the test enviroment?
We're are looking at the shell command in The dirty document but since its encrypted we dont actually
know what the name of the command is.
Analyst workstation technical support representative
12:44 PM
Hmm, not sure since I did not prepare the challenges. I have notified <conductor>. In the meantime, maybe
this might help? https://stackoverflow.com/questions/29028381/how-to-run-a-vba-macro-on-linuxmachine (Though I doubt that installing new tools should be needed to complete the challenges, there should
be another way)
Conductor representative
12:51 PM
Well, the idea is to decrypt the encryption, but not to run a potential malware...
Participant 4
12:56 PM
Fair point, its just that our decrypting attemps havent been that succesful. But I quess we just need to keep
trying.
Conductor representative
1:02 PM
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If executing a vba macro is needed, then Wine could be one approach, one could be LibreOffice. May be
there are others too, who knows...
Conductor representative
2:04 PM
If you need technical assistance with the environment, you may ask it here in public or in a private chat with
<technical support representative>. Public is preferred, as others may have the same issue and it helps them
to know about the issue and its resolution
Participant 4
2:15 PM
Volatility plugins (or most of them) crash with this kind of error:
Unable to validate the plugin requirements: ['plugins.Maps.kernel']
Is there something I could do with this?
Conductor representative
2:23 PM
It may have permission problem...
Try sudo chown kali:kali -R /home/kali/Desktop/Volatility
Participant 5
2:50 PM
Do we get any more challenges when the event progresses?
Participant 5
2:51 PM
Volatility issues are most likely related to missing symbols.
Participant 6
2:52 PM
Hey, any problems with insufficient hard disk memory? Can't extract the other forensic package since me
and a colleague dont have enough.
Conductor representative
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2:52 PM
All the challenges are available from the ctf services, so no new challenges for you :)
Participant 5
2:52 PM
I see. This was fun, great distraction from daily work routines. Thank you very much from this opprotunity.
👍

Conductor representative
2:53 PM
You're most welcome! It was to fun to create
Analyst workstation technical support representative
2:53 PM
@Participant 6 Try this: https://gitlab.fi.muni.cz/cybersec/cs4e/flagship2-sandbox#increase-the-disk-sizein-kali
Participant 5
2:53 PM
There seems to be multiple mentions about the disk size, I personally feel like the fastest fix was to create
additional 80gb virtual hard disk and mount it as /data into kali.
Analyst workstation technical support representative
2:54 PM
@Participant 5 This is a good solution as well

========= DAY 2 =========
Analyst workstation technical support representative
9:26 AM
Hi, did you first install the plugin via vagrant plugin install vagrant-disksize?
Participant 6
10:01 AM
any help with the disksize issue?
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Participant 6
10:01 AM
oh sorry, I didnt see you comment!
Participant 6
10:02 AM
no I did not, and that of course must be it.. :D thank you
Analyst workstation technical support representative
10:44 AM
Ok awesome! No problem
Participant 6
10:51 AM
in the instructions it says SSH to vagrant box -> now Im unsure about this. which is the host name I should
use?
Analyst workstation technical support representative
10:57 AM
Do you mean in the step 4. here? https://gitlab.fi.muni.cz/cybersec/cs4e/flagship2-sandbox#1-setupinstructions The SSH connection is an alternative solution in case the GUI login does not work for you.
However, via SSH, you won't be able to use certain analytical tools that only have a graphical interface. Did
you have any issues with the primary way of logging in (the first bullet point in step 4)?
Participant 6
11:24 AM
no sorry, I mean in step 3. https://stackoverflow.com/questions/49822594/vagrant-how-to-specify-the-disksize/60185312#60185312
in increasing disk size
Analyst workstation technical support representative
11:43 AM
vagrant ssh kali
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Participant 6
12:47 PM
I keep getting "Unsatisfied requirement plugins.Info.kernel: Windows kernel
Unable to validate the plugin requirements: ['plugins.Info.kernel']
Analyst workstation technical support representative
1:01 PM
This
seems
like
an
issue
directly
with
Volatility
(https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility3/issues/427), not with the sandbox itself. I'm
unfortunately not familiar with troubleshooting Volatility, maybe <conductor> or someone from JAMK
could help?
Conductor representative
1:02 PM
yesterday there were peer comments related to Volatility:
https://github.com/volatilityfoundation/volatility3#symbol-tables
Conductor representative
1:04 PM
Volatility may have also a permission problem. which could be solved by issuing sudo chown kali:kali -R
/home/kali/Desktop/Volatility
Participant 6
1:30 PM
No luck with the permissions.
Participant 6
1:30 PM
or the symbols, they were moved in to the folder.
Conductor representative
1:41 PM
umm... does this peer-comment help? https://volatility3.readthedocs.io/en/latest/symbol-tables.html
Participant 7
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2:17 PM
I've managed to capture all the flags by now, but there were two exercises where the tools were various tools
were not behaving as expected. First, the cincan/volatility was not able to dump the process tree of the
memory exercise, no matter what I did; not even after I used the proprietary VMware tool to convert that
dump to a more standard dump. When I _finally_ understood that I'll have to use Volatility 3 instead, I
solved it in minutes.
Likewise with the ransomware exercise: I installed PE Tree – a really nice Python module for exploring
PEs, but it failed to extract the bitmap resource in a readable format. When, as a last resort, I fed the binary
to cincan/manalyze, it did the job properly and I got the flag. Still, I've no idea why. How does it differ from
saving the RT_BITMAP (0x000140a0) with PE Tree or extracting the resources with the Pefile
(github.com/folbricht/pefile) Go tool, both of which created a file that was recognisable as DIB with file,
but not presentable with any image viewer? I wish to understand that!
Participant 8
3:41 PM
Thank for making this exercise! I had fun. Couldn't focus while working enough but managed to solve
everything :) Thanks!
Conductor representative
3:41 PM
Thanks!
I hope that you have had balance with the difficulty and easiness of the samples
Conductor representative
3:41 PM
Hi! The flagship 2 exercise has come to an end, and will no longer utilise provided findings.
Conductor representative
3:45 PM
However, you may still continue to work with the samples (challenges)
Participant 9
5:39 PM
Hi, Thanks. This was fun! Over and out!
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Annex E: Analyst Challenges
List of challenges and challenge categories

Challenge “The Dirty Document”
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Challenge “Why so obfuscated?”

Challenge “What is wrong with my memory?”
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Challenge “Hard times, hard drives”

Challenge “Evil in the wire”
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Challenge “Oh no! My system is locked”
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Annex F: Analyst Activity Submission Statistics
The table below contains only the entries with one or more correct submissions. In total five rows having
zero correct submissions were removed, totalling 31 removed incorrect submissions.
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Annex G: Marketing Letter to CyberSec4Europe Affiliates
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Annex H: Registration Statistics
Registrees per Affiliation
Participants not affiliated with CyberSec4Europe are counted in the “—Other” affiliate.

Registrees per Countries

Gender distribution of registrees
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Annex I: Short Survey to Participants
A short survey after the exercise active phase, but before the feedback discussion was offereded to the
participants. Some texts are covered to protect person names or other potentially sensitive information.
Respondent’s team in the exercise
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What are your feelings now?

Did you find the exercise beneficial for you?
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If yes, please describe how.

Did you learn something new?
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If yes, please describe what.

Would you recommend Flagship 2 for a friend or a colleague?
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Free feedback about Flagship 2
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